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KEEP THE MOMENTUM GOING in your wellness 
marketing strategy with a motivating topic of the 
month communication. 

Includes: 
•  Health Observances
•  Topic of the month
•  Healthy Reminders
•  Recipe

Delivered in PDF file that can be:
•  Emailed
•  Posted online 
•  Print to display in breakrooms or restroom stalls. 

Personalize by adding your logo, reminders or events!

Distribute to your employees, clients, patients, or community.

Annual Subscription includes 12 monthly one-page 
Inspiration e_Mailers with your logo.

Pricing
Annual Subscription: $1800 per year (includes logo)
Personalized Healthy Reminder Section: $600 per year.
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CHALLENGE: GET AT LEAST 7 HOURS OF SLEEP PER NIGHT. 

SELF-CARE
TIP:

Create a short, 
easy bedtime 

routine.

EGG SALAD

OTHER MARCH OBSERVANCES: Alcohol Awareness  |  Oral Cancer Awareness

6 hard boiled eggs • ¼ cup non-fat Greek yogurt

Diced celery • 1 tsp of Dijon mustard

Salt and pepper to taste

Peel and roughly dice eggs and add to mixing bowl 
with additional ingredients and stir to combine. 

Serve on wheat toast, 
pita, crackers or on a bed of lettuce.
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Healthy Reminders:
• Don’t multi-task when driving. 

The human brain can’t do two things at the same time.

• Save a life. Don’t drink and drive. Nearly 90,000 people die 
every year from alcohol-related deaths.

Sleep deprived drivers post similar risks on the roads as drivers distracted by smart phones and devices. Aim to stay aware by:

• Sleep at least 7 hours a night.

• Avoid evening caffeine and junk food. Alcohol, nicotine, 
caffeine and heavy foods at night can stimulate your body 
and disrupt your sleep.

• Turn off electronics one hour before bed. The light from 
the TV and our devices is signaling our brain to be alert 
and that is the wrong message.

• Exercise 30 minutes a day. Physical activity improves 
sleep quality and increases sleep duration. 

Well Rested

Sleep
under theSTARS

Let’s

CHALLENGE: PREPARE AT LEAST ONE FLAVORFUL MEAL AT HOME. 

Savor The Flavor

Enjoy
  the

LITTLE things 

SELF-CARE
TIP:

Practice 

Mindful Eating.

Just because something is good for you doesn’t mean it can’t taste good, too. Creating flavors you crave will empower 

you to eat well without sacrificing the taste. Here are a few methods to prepare flavorful food:

MARINATE.  Marinades can make food more flavorful 

as well as tender, before adding it to the grill or pan. 

PAN SEAR meat, poultry and fish on high-heat to  

brown meat and intensify flavors. 

ROAST/SLOW COOK. Add herbs, seasonings and/or 

a liquid like wine to roast or slow cook your vegetables 

and proteins. Your meal will take on the flavor you  

want while also tenderizing.

BALSAMIC VEGGIES

OTHER MARCH OBSERVANCES: Colorectal Cancer Awareness  |  National Kidney  |  Save Your Vision

1/3 cup olive oil • 2 tbsp balsamic vinegar • 2 cloves garlic, 

minced • ½ tsp dried thyme • ½ tsp dried parsley 

1 tsp hot sauce • salt and pepper • 2 yellow squash, sliced 

2 red bell pepper, sliced • 1 eggplant cubed

In a medium bowl, whisk together the oil, vinegar, garlic, 

thyme, parsley, hot sauce, salt and pepper. Place the 

veggies into the marinade and refrigerate for at least 

30 minutes. Roast in oven at 425˚F, or grill, 

for 7-10 minutes each side.

MARCH
NATIONAL  
NUTRITION 
MONTH

Healthy Reminders:

• Get regular vision/eye exams.

• Adults over the age of 45 should be screened for colon 

cancer. Ask your doctor which screenings are right for you.

• Make half your plate fruits and vegetables 

and read food labels.
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